                 Notes on the Video
                      
  The test area is chosen because it provides a transition from low grip dirt to high grip tarmac and vice versa.  The  transition is made as the vehicle is experiencing its maximum designed  lateral accelleration.

  Points to observe include:

  1]  NOTE:  The excellent tilt/steer speed of the vehicle

  2]  NOTE:  The very tight servo mechanism created by automatic countersteer.  Without  " automatic  countersteer" a tilter will overturn on fast driver input  [as BMW  found out with the "CLEVER"]  

  3]  NOTE: The automatic stability control[" flick"] from the front wheels as the vehicle  moves off the  low grip dirt onto high grip tarmac. This reaction is the secret of the vehicles ability to transfer from  low grip to high grip while experiencing high lateral accelleration.  This is achieved with absolutely NO loss of the steered path... NO loss of tilt stability... and NO possibility of a "high side". Without this feature a narrow tilter will overturn due to instantaneous lateral inertia  loads.. which is why the CARVER  is w...i...d...e   and a waste of space!

  4]  NOTE:  The automatic stability control [ASC] as the vehicle moves off  the high grip tarmac onto low grip dirt.  This complex  reaction from the vehicle is automatic stability control of the highest order.  The vehicle cant fall. IT WILL NEVER FALL.  It can never "low side"  Without this a manual countersteer tilter will fall over  because Manual Countersteer  relies on front wheel grip for tilt stability.... like a Piaggio  MP3

  NOW.... TVA challenges ANYONE to match this with a narrow vehicle with high
  c of g .  We say that no one can match it.    And...TVA  can do  all of this at a very low production cost for the tilting control mechanism. 

  Dont  forget... this vehicle is less than 1meter wide and is simple steered like a motorcar but  has the dynamics of a motorcycle.  It has the freedom of a motorcycle with the fixed stability characteristics of a motorcar.  It is designed for the "commuter car market"   with high agility and  ease of driving and easy parking the main aims.  Energy  efficiency is also obviously an important factor... and.....dare I say it ?  FUN!!

  YES.... thats right... " save the planet and have FUN  doing it" 

  The vehicle in the video is TVA's  original prototype which is used for  experimental purposes and continues to give good honest service.... stay tuned. 

   Phillip...



